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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that regular rings are characterized by the property of 
having weak global dimension zero (see [2] or [3]). In this paper we study the 
ordinary global dimension of regular rings, and, in particular, Boolean rings. 
It is an easy consequence of some standard results of homological algebra 
that if R is a regular ring of cardinal&y K, , then gl. dim R < n + 1. Our 
main result is that this estimate is sharp. To be precise, the free Boolean 
algebra on K, generators has global dimension II + 1. 
All rings are assumed to be associative with an identity element. By a 
module, we mean a left module, so that when speaking of the dimension of 
M (abbreviated h. dim M), we mean its left homological dimension. Our 
standard reference on homological algebra is [6J. 
A regular ring R is one which is regular in Van Neumann’s sense: for 
each a E R, there exists b E R such that aba = a. A Boolean ring is a ring 
which satisfies the identity xs = x. Every Boolean ring is commutative and 
regular. 
We will consider ordinal numbers as sets, namely the set of all smaller 
ordinal numbers. Cardinal numbers are particular ordinal numbers. The 
cardinal&y of a set S is denoted by 1 S 1 . 
If M is an R-module, and X = (xi 1 i ~q C M, we denote by [x] or 
[{x~ 1 i EQ] the submodule of M g enerated by X. Thus, [x] consists of all 
finite sums 
where the Y* are elements of R and ij E I. We use M @ N to denote the direct 
sum of the modules M and N. More generally, @ &r Mi stands for the direct 
sum of the set {M, 1 i EI). 
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2. THE UPPER ESTIMATE 
1Ve will use a result of Auslander to obtain an upper bound for the global 
dimension of all regular rings of cardinality not exceeding K, . The result 
is doubtless well known, but it does not seem to be in the literature. 
LEhlMA 2.1. Let R be a ring with the property that every countably generated 
left ideal of R has projective dimension < M. If J is a left ideal of R which is 
generated by a set of cardinality N, , then 
h. dim J < m -. n. 
Proof. I f  n -= 0, then the conclusion of the lemma coincides with the 
hypothesis. We may therefore assume that n > 0, and make the induction 
hypothesis that the lemma is true for ideals generated by sets of cardinality 
less that N, . Let {xc I 5 < h} b e a set of generators of J indexed by the cardinal 
number h. For 77 < h, define B, = [{x6 ’ t < T}]. Then B, is a left ideal of R 
which satisfies the induction hypothesis, so that h. dim B, < m + n - 1. 
Consequently, h. dim B,,+,/B, < m + n. We now note that the well ordered 
sequence {B, 1 5 < h} of submodules of J satisfy the conditions of Auslander’s 
Proposition 3 (in [I]). Thus, h. dim J < m + n. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let R be a regular ring of cardinality no greater than N, . 
Then 
gl.dimR<nTl. 
Proof. Kaplansky has shown (see [4]) that every countably generated left 
ideal in a regular ring is projective. Thus h. dim J < n for every left ideal J 
in R by the lemma. This implies that gl. dim R < n + 1 (see [I]). 
3. BASIS THEOREM 
If R is a regular ring, then every projective R-module is a direct sum of 
principal left ideals of R (see [S]). W e will use this result to prove the following 
theorem which is needed to show that the upper estimate for the global 
dimension given in Section 2 is sharp. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a regular ring, and suppose that P is a projective 
R-module. Assume that P is generated by the set Y = {yi 1 i EZ}. Then there 
is a family {ei ( i E I} of idempotents in R such that 
P = @ C Reiyi . 
kl 
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The proof of 3.1 uses the following result. We preserve the notation and 
hypotheses of 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S be a direct summand of the projective R-module T, and 
suppose that y E T. Then Ry + S is a direct summand of T, and there is an 
idempotent e E R such that Ry + S = Rey 0 S. 
Proof. Let T = Q 0 S. Write y = q -I- s, where q E Q and s E S. Then 
Rq is a direct summand of Q (see [5], Lemma 4), say Q = W @ Rq. Hence 
T= W@(Rq+S)= W@(Ry T S). Moreover, Rq is isomorphic to a 
principal left ideal of R, so that there is an idempotent e E R such that rq = 0 
if and only if re = 0. In particular, q = eq, and therefore 
Ry + S = Req + S = Rq + S. 
Moreover, rey E S implies req E S r\ Q = 0. Thus, req = 0, and conse- 
quently re = 0. This shows that Ry - S = Rey @ S. 
By a straightforward induction we obtain the following consequence of 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let S be a direct summand of the projective R-module T 
such that T/S is countably generated. Suppose that {yj , j E /} C T is such that 
S v {yj I j E J} generates T. Then there exist idempotents ej E R such that 
T = (0 C Rejyj) @ S. 
jEJ 
It is now possible to give the proof of Theorem 3.1. The technique is 
similar to the method used by Kaplansky in [5] (see the proof of Theorem 1 
of that paper). 
By Theorem 4 of [.5], there is a set {xk 1 K E K} C P such that 
P=@xkGKRxk. Let rk: P-V Pxk be the associated projection homo- 
morphism. For L C K, denote S(L) = [{xk 1 K EL}]. Let L C K be countable. 
For each K E L, select a finite set I, C I so that xk E [{yi 1 i E Zk}]. 
Let L’ = L u I;,,Ui,,h{k’ E K ) nk*(yi) # O}. Then L’ is countable, and 
S(L) C [Y n S(L’)]. If this process is iterated, we obtain a nested sequence 
L, = L, L, = L;, ) L, = L; )... of countable subsets of K such that 
S(L,) C [Y n S(L,,+,)]. The union J? of this sequence is countable and 
satisfies S(z) = [Y n S(r)]. Using this construction, we can build a trans- 
finite sequence {LE j 5 < A} of subsets of K such that L, CL, for 5 < TJ, 
L, = U6<,& if 7 is a limit ordinal, lJ,,,L( = I, 1 Le+l - L, 1 < E(, for all 
5 < A, and S(L,) = [Y n S(L,)] for all 6 < A. By transfinite induction, it is 
easy to show that S(L,). = @ x6<? S(Lt+l - L,) for all 7. In particular, 
P = 3 &<,\ S(Lkcl -L,) Note that S(L[+,)/S(L,) z S(L,+, -- L,) is 
countably generated. Moreover, there is a set Y( C Y n S(L,+,) - Y n S(L,) 
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such that S(Lc) u Y( generates S(Le+l). Hence, by Corollary 3.3, there exist 
idempotents ei E R corresponding to the yi E Yt so that 
where the sum is over Y( . Carrying out this process for all f < X, we obtain 
P = @ Ciel Refyi . 
4. A PROJECTIVE I&SOLUTION 
We now specialize our investigation to the case in which R is a Boolean 
ring, .and proceed to construct a convenient projective resolution for an 
ideal ] of R. 
Let E = {et 1 5 < h} be a set of generators of J, indexed by the ordinal 
number h. For n 2 1, let 
Corresponding to 8 = (&, , t1 ,..., &+,) E d, , define 
Let P, denote the set of all q~ E R*e such that ~(2%) = 0 for all except finitely 
many SEA,, and ~(8) E RN(S) for all 6 E A, . Plainly, P, is closed under 
pointwise addition and multiplication by elements of R. Thus, P,, is an 
R-module. Moreover, P,, is projective. In fact, P, = @ Cab, Rx, , where 
x8 is defined by ~~(8’) = 0 if 6’ # 6, and x8(S) = N(S). 
It’is convenient to associate with each q~ E P,, a function @ E RAn, defined 
by 4% , 5, ,..., fnA1) = 0 if fi = tj for some i # j, 
if &!i, < li, < *” < bi,-, . Clearly, Q is zero except on a finite set. 
Define 
c:Pl+ J by 
If 1 > 1, define 
d,, : P,, + P,,.ml by a?9 (S) = c 8@4 I) 
(<A 
for 6 E A, . These mappings are evidently module homomorphisms. 
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LEMMA 4.1. The sequence 
...+P*d”-P,-l--+ 4-l . ..-bP.L J-+0 
is a projective resolution of J. 
Proof. Since E generates J, the mapping E is surjective. For tz > 2, 
~EA,+~, and pE:P,,, 
because of the definition of + and the fact that R has characteristic two. A 
similar calculation shows that l d, = 0. Let 9 E Pn-l satisfy d,&(p) = 0 
(or I == 0 if ?t = 2). Let 5 < X be fixed for a moment. Define I,$ E P,, by 
*&, ,**-, -5-l 9 5, &+1 ,---, 5,-d = e&6, & ,..., L1, 57+1 ,..., L-d, 
and $&a) = 0 if t does not occur in 6. If 
6’ = (to >..., h-1 , E, it,+1 ,..., Z,-,) E A,-, , 
then 
= 1 e&@“, rl) + e&a’) = e&L& (S”) + e&S’) = e&S’) 
v-=3 
[where 6” denotes (& ,..., [r-r , [,+1 ,..., [,+s) for convenience]. On the other 
hand, if 5 does not occur in a’, then (d&o (6’) = e&6’) directly. Hence, 
d,&( = epp. Let 
Qi = %l, 61 ,***, Sk-l> 
be a finite subset of h such that 
Then 
(p(S) = 0 if 6 E A,, - @-l. 
(et, v et, v --- v etJ (~(4 = (~63 for every SEA,-1. 
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Define 
4 = #(, + (1 - eFo) I#(, + ... + (1 -.. qJ ... (1 - elk-J 1cIt, E I’, . 
We have 
d& = (et0 + (1 - e6J e(, + ... + (1 - etJ ... (1 - ehr-J elk) F 
= (et, v et, v . ..vetk)p. =qx 
5. THE LOWER ESTIMATE 
Our objective in this section is to show that there are Boolean rings of 
cardinality X, whose global dimension is exactly n + 1. It is not hard to find a 
likely candidate for this study. Let F,, be the Boolean ring which is freely 
generated by the set {et 1 5 < A} of cardinality H, . Then (F, 1 = N, . If R 
is any Boolean ring of cardinality N, , and if / is an ideal of R, then there is 
a homomorphism of F,, to R which maps the ideal M of F,, generated by 
{et 1 5 < A} onto /. Under these circumstances, Harada has shown (see [3], 
Proposition 7) that 
h. dim, / < h. dim, M. 
Therefore, what has to be shown is that 
h. dim, M = n. 
The result which we will prove is somewhat more general than this. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a Boolean ring, and J an i&al of R which is 
generated by the set E = {et 1 5 < h}, such that 1 E 1 >, K, . Assume that 
(a) {et I 6 < A} is ifdepmfent, that is, if to ,..., &, 7]o,...,~9-1 are 
distinct ordinal numbers < h, then 
et0 *a- eL1(l - “7J ... (1 - e,+J f  0. 
(b) R satisfies the countable chain condition; that is, if {xi 1 i EZ} zk a set 
of nonzero elements in R such that xixj = 0 whenever i # j, then Z sk countable. 
Then 
h. dim J >, n. 
It is well known that the conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied when R = F,, , 
and J = M = [{et ( 5 < A}], where {et 1 5 < A} is the set of free generators 
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of F,, (see [7], pp. 43 and 72). Therefore, we obtain the following consequence 
of 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let F, be the free Boolean ring on N, generators. If 
a=n<w,the?z 
If a is infinite, then 
gl. dimF, = n + 1. 
gl. dimF, = co. 
Let 
proof of Theorem 5.1 
6, 6 . . . +p,,d.-~,,-~-...+p+ J--o 
be the projective resolution of J that was constructed in Section 4 (using the 
generating set {ee 1 5 < A}). Denote Q,, = Im d, . I f  h. dim J < n, then Q,, 
is projective (see [6], p. 201). We will suppose that this is the case and derive 
a contradiction. 
For S E A,, , define x6 as in Section 4. Denote ya = C&(X,). Since {x8 1 S E A,) 
generates P, , it follows that [{ya 1 S E A,}] = Q,, . Therefore, by Theorem 
3.1, there is a function f E RAn such that 
Qn = 0 C RfWys. 
=A” 
It can be assumed without loss of generality that f(S) N(6) = f (S), where 
N(S) is defined as in Section 4. Indeed, 
W) Ya = W) 4&J = 4(W) 4 = 4(%) = Ya 2 
by the definition of xs . Therefore, f (6) ys = f (S) N(S) ya . We will establish 
two properties off, and then proceed to show that these are contradictory. 
(1) f (6) # 0 for all S E A, . 
In fact, there exist 6, ,..., 6, in A,, , and a, E R (i < m) such that 
Y8 = aof (8) ya + a,f (W 35, + e-e + a,f (L) yam 1 
where SJ + S for i > 0. Therefore, for each i > 0, some T]i occurs in Si but 
not in S. Thus, 
(1 - e,J ..a (1 - e,Jy, = (1 - e?,) *** (1 - e,J a,f(S)y8. 
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then the ordinal numbers & ,..., [,+r , q1 ,..., ‘lrn are 
by hypothesis (a) of Theorem 5.1, 
aof@) (1 - e,J .-* (1 - e,,)y& ,..., L-J 
= (1 - e,J ..* (1 -- e,,)y& ,..., L-d 
:= (1 - e,J ..* (1 - eqm) et0 ... et.-, + 0. 
This proves (1). 
Let {tii 1 i < 11, j < 2) be a set of 2n distinct ordinal numbers less than h, 
where n > 1. For p E 2”, define 6(p) E A, to be the rearrangement of the 
sequence (&(s) ,..., &n-I,(n-l)) into increasing order. 
(2) n,,2.fcw> = 0. 
For convenience, denote n@,,f(Z+)) by c. Then cf(+)) = c for all p E 2”. 
Let Y E 2+l. Define 
8’(v) E A”+’ 
to be the,rearrangement of the sequence 
(50”(O) >*-*9 L2 uh-2) 9 L1 0 > L-1 1) 
into it&easing order. Define 
v=c c %‘(d* 
ve2"-1 
A direct computation yields 
Consequently, 
d n+1v = c c %(p) * 
gE2' 
0 = d,, d,,+g = c c Yw = c Cf(W)Y6(P) * 
J&2” /Acan 
Thus, cf(E&))~+,(,) = 0, which implies that 
c = cf(S(p)) = 0. 
The desired contradiction between (1) and (2) is expressed in the following 
lemma, which will complete the proof of 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let R be a Boolean ring that satisjks the countable chain 
condition. Let W be a set such that 1 W 1 > N, , where n > 1. Suppose that 
f : W* L R is a mapping which satisfies 
(*I 
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for all one-to-one mappings 7 if n x 2 into W. Then distinct elements w,, ,..., w,,-* 
exist in W such that 
3(% >***, w+1) = 0. 
Proof. If n = 1, there is nothing to prove. Therefore, we can make the 
induction assumption that n > 1 and the lemma is true for tl - 1. For 
w E W, define the mapping 
&i, : Wn-1 + R by &&s ,..., w,,-s) =3(wo ,..., w,,-, , wn-1). 
Let u E W(+l)x2 be one-to-one. Denote by cWa the product 
JJ~IhMO, v(O)),..., + - 2, y(n - 2))). 
If w and w are distinct elements in W - u((n - 1) x 2), the hypothesis (*) 
implies cVucWO = 0. By the countable chain condition, the set 
S, = {w E W - u((n - 1) x 2) 1 c,” # 0} 
is countable. Let V C W be such that v 1 = X,-l. Then .thet set 
T = U{S 1 u E V-l)xs, a one-to-one} satisfies 1 T 1 < N, . Hence, 
wn-r E WO- (I’ u T) exists. The induction hypothesis applies to V and the 
function gW,-l . Accordingly, distinct elements w,, ,..., w,,-, exist in V satis- 
fying &,,,(w,, ,..., ~,,-a) = 0. Hence, {(wa ,..., w,,-, , wflun-r) = 0 and 
wo ,***, %-a 3 wnW1 are distinct. 
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